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They all get stuck in a video game and have to get out.Find out if they get out or not.+_+
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1 - New game

 Yuyu Hakusho Video game chase

By:punkrocker

Our heros are at Jennifer's house.Lets see what happens.The boys were playing a video game.Jennifer
was making popcorn."I'm winning!"Yusuke yelled."Eat my dust Hiei!"Kuwabara teased."I hate this game
whats the point of racing a car around and around five times."Hiei complained."Come on it's not that
bad."Kurama told Hiei."Popcorn is ready!"Jennifer yelled.They paused the game and got the
popcorn.Hiei kissed Jennifer on the cheek and went back to the game."Hey guys,Misty dropped off this
game for us you want to try it?"Jennifer showed them the game."After this,Oh yay I win!!!!!!"Yusuke
yelled cheerfully."Ok lets see that game."Kuwabara grabbed the game and put it in."I'll play"Jennifer
jumped on the couch."Magic Quest that's an interesting title."Kurama woundered.Suddenly a flash of
light covered the room.(WeirdW_W)Yusuke tried to lift himself off the ground but he seemed to be
heavier."What the I'm in a metal suit and I can't get up!"Yusuke yelled.Yusuke was in a sliver suit with a
feather in the helmet.He finally got up and saw Kuwabara in a blue and yellow jester suit with little
bells."Nice look Kuwabara."Yusuke chuckled."A man what happened."Kuwabara looked at himself."We
must have gotten sucked into the game."Jennifer was in a blue princess dress with white shoes."I look I
like an idot!"Hiei was in a Robin hood costume."I look weird."Kurama was in a white robe."Misty must
have cast a spell on the game will have to beat the game."Jennifer explained.



To be countined....



2 - How do we get out?

 Trade

By:punkrocker

When we last saw our heros they got sucked into a video game.Lets see if they can get out of
this mess."I hate this stupid suit!"Hiei complained."Hiei that outfit looks cute on you but I could
change the color.I just need my wand."Jennifer looked in her pockets to find the wand but she
couldn't find."Where is it!"Jennifer yelled."I think I have it."Kurama reached into his robe and
gave her the wand."Ok lets change our oufits a little and trade our weapons."Jennifer pointed her
wand at everybody.Hiei had a black robbin hood suit and a sword.Kurama had a wizard hat ,a
blue shirt,and jeans.Kuwabara still had the bell hat and the suit.Yusuke didn't want to change out
of his suit.Jennifer
changed into her oringal clothes but she made them white."Hey how come I'm still in this stupid
costume?!?"Kuwabara complained."I think my magic is runing out."Jennifer tapped her
wand."Before we do anything I need to change."."Jennifer, you already changed into different
clothes."Hiei said confused.Jennifer started to float into the air."WINGS OF LIGHT!!!!"Jennifer
yelled.A blinding light suddenly appeared.When Jennifer came out she had huge beatiful
wings.(Just in case some of you have forgotten Jennifer is 25% witch 25% angel and 50%
human)"Ok lets go."Yusuke tried to run in the suit.Hiei and Jennifer held hands and flew across
the land.Kuwabara held the annoying bells down while he walked.Kurama was floating on a
cloud.This story is getting weird
+_+ check out the next chapter.



To be countined.....



3 - Kikyo?

Sing
or
die

By:punkrocker

We last saw our heros traveling around to find a way to get out of the game.Lets see what
happens.
"We've been walking around for hours.Can't we stop?"Kuwabara tried to tie the bells on
his."Maybe we should stop.My wings are getting tried."Jennifer complained."Ok well stop but
only because I'm getting air sick."Hiei was almost about to barf.(Poor thing)"There is a village
ahead.Let's stop there."Kurama suggested.In a matter of minutes they were at the village of
Songo(I used the name from Inuyasha)A man in a blue robe came up to them and said
this"Welcome to Songo.Follow me."The man could not keep his eyes off of Jennifer.Hiei glared
at the man."Here we are.You'll find everything you need in this place.You might want to guard
this angel while your in there."The man took Jennifer's hand and looked into her eyes."Hey
back!!!"Hiei took out his sword.The man soon turned pale and ran off."Lets see if they know how
to get out of here."Yusuke and the others walked in to find the place was covered with
pirates.The captian walked up to them."Hello Miss do you mind if we borrow her for a
while."Jennifer slaped the man's hand.The man grabbed her by the neck and held a danger to
her neck."Let her go!!!!!"Hiei's eyes looked like flames."I'll let her go if she sings."The man



demanded.(Jennifer is getting most of the bad luck +_+)The man was drunk so Hiei did not
aruge.The man pushed Jennifer to the stage."Sing or die got it!"The captian demanded.Jennifer
nodded nerviously.She sang heavenly that everyone in the joint looked at the angel.The boys
were surpised that she could sing so heavenly.When she stopped everyone in the joint clapped
so loud."That was amazing."The captian fell over."Jennifer!!!"A familair voice was coming from
the entrance.It was Kikyo in a pink dress."Kikyo,how did you get here?"Jennifer asked."Misty
told me that she had cast a spell on the game.I told mom and dad and came here on Blizzard to
bring you back."Kikyo explaind."Ok lets get Yusuke and the others and get out of here."Jennifer
found the others and went out side to find a huge white griffindor."What is that?!?!"Yusuke
asked."That is my pet griffindor Blizzard."Kikyo hopped on to th beast.Kuwabara and Yusuke
rode on the huge bird.Kurama flew on the cloud.And Jennifer carried Hiei to the exit.When they
got home Misty was grounded for a month.Weird ending but I like it.
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